
Blonde Obsession™ 
Devoted Creations 

Sexy Plateau Breaking Maximizer 

Spiked with Cellulite Fighting & Skin Firming Technologies 

*Gluten & Oil Free* 

 
FEATURES: 

 Powerful tanning intensifiers for the most 

gorgeous deep, dark color without of the 

use of bronzing agents 

 Provides superior skin firming and tightening 

benefits with RevitaFit, Body Fit™ and Ideal 

Lift 

 Potent anti-aging and firming ingredients  

 Antioxidant & skin pigment correctors 

 Sweet Black Lotus fragrance 

 

BENEFITS: 

 Advanced Matrixyl Synthe 6 – Powerful anti-

aging peptide that reduces the 

appearance of fine lines and wrinkles for 

long-lasting results 

 Revita Fit – Tones and tightens the skin  

 Body Fit™ Technology – Reduces the 

appearance of cellulite and restores 

firmness 

 Idea Lift fights sagging skin for a toner, more 

youthful appearance  

 Deep tanning stimulators allow for deep, 

dark gorgeous color without the use of 

bronzer 

 Phloritan – Antioxidant blend that works to 

reduce dark spots and even out skin tone 

 FreshTek – Proprietary blend of deodorizing 

and skin freshening ingredients 

 Blended with multiple accelerators that 

work to target melanin production and 

achieve fast, dark tanning results 

 

 

KEY SELLING STATEMENT 
 

“It’s true what they say, blondes really do have more fun! Blonde Obsession is for the 

ultimate tanning goddess who demands the best! This dark tanning maximizer utilizes the 

skin toning and tightening benefits of Revita Fit, Ideal Lift and Body Fit to fight skin’s 

sagging, reduce the appearance of cellulite and restore firmness to the skin. Intense 

tanning stimulators will ensure a perfect, just from the beach tan while the powerful anti-

aging benefits of Matrixyl Synthe 6 will keeping your skin sexy, vibrant and youthful - just 

like your attitude. Dark spot corrector and after tan odor eliminators perfectly 

compliment this tanning cocktail… So go ahead, have a Blonde Moment.” 

 

WHO IT’S DESIGNED FOR 
First designed for women pure maximizer in this line in 3 years 

Those with sensitive skin 

Those looking to reduce dark spots and even out skin tone 

 
PRODUCT ACTION 

Tan Enhancer 

Bottle Size: 12.25oz Packet Size: .7oz 


